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How to bridge the digital 

connectivity gap across 

the country?

How to promote competition 

in and attract FDI to digital 

networks and services?

How to strengthen the 

digital regulatory 

framework and firms’ 

digital security?

Quality and affordable accessPhysical access

The analysis will support the strengthening of framework conditions for the digital uptake of 

firms in Kazakhstan and identify further areas of reform following the “Digital Kazakhstan” and 

the “Digital Era” strategies

Specific framework: Develop a supportive institutional framework to overcome gaps 

in the framework conditions for the digital uptake of firms in Kazakhstan

Secure access
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General process
The OECD peer-review exercise is a comprehensive analysis of a specific policy area

• A continuous dialogue between the OECD, the government, the private sector, and 

international partners, including through working group meetings and consultations

• Three dimensions of analysis:

• Identify challenges and priority areas for policy action

• Identify relevant case-studies from partner countries

• Develop measurable and actionable policy recommendations

• The OECD will use a series of assessment tools, including questionnaires, data requests and 

collection, analysis of existing surveys and interviews. 

• Benchmarking and experience sharing with peer countries will be used: this will help prepare the 

peer review exercise.

• The OECD will formulate recommendations and detailed policy actions to develop sound 

framework conditions to encourage the digital transformation of Kazakh firms

• Recommendations will be endorsed at Ministerial level, and reform implementation monitored

three years after the peer-review 

 Recommendations to develop sound framework conditions supportive of the competitiveness 

of Kazakh firms will be discussed and agreed with project stakeholders
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Draft 

recommendations 

and experience from 

peer countries 

Drafting phase: 

finalise 

recommendations

Analytical work: 

Data collection; 

interviews; stock-

taking

Presentation of 

methodology, 

selection of focus 

areas, and discussion 

of initial findings

Research on digital 

skills needs for the 

private sector

Launch and Working 

Group 1
Working Group 2 Working Group 3

OECD Eurasia Week 

2022

Preparation for

Peer Review 

February 2022 May 2022 October 2022 (tbc)September 2022

Discussion of draft 

peer-review note at 

Ministerial-level

Discussion of draft 

results and draft 

monitoring note

O
E
C

D

Next steps
Peer-review of first findings and draft recommendations in September 2022

A Peer-Review Note will be prepared on

Framework Conditions for the Digital Transformation of Businesses in Kazakhstan
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The regulatory 

framework for 

firms is not yet fit 

for the digital age

High regulatory 

and economic 

barriers prevent 

the diversification 

of digital service 

providers

Strengthen the legal and policy frameworks for 

digital IPR and data protection

Develop targeted advisory services, trainings, and tools 

for firms on digital security risk awareness and 

management

Set-up an independent national regulator for the 

telecom sector with a broad mandate for economic 

regulation in the market

Develop an investment attraction strategy for next 

generation communication networks

Initial recommendations

Remaining digital 

connectivity gaps 

slow down firms’ 

adoption of digital 

technologies

Mobilise the regional public sector to improve quality 

and coverage of mobile and fixed networks

Improve the collection and use for policy 

development of data on business use and needs in 

relation to digital services and infrastructure

Main barriers

5. Gaps in the regulatory framework on 

digital data and IPR protection create 

new barriers for firms

6. A low digital culture among firms 

leaves them vulnerable to digital 

security risks

3. High degree of concentration in the 

telecom sector prevents new operators 

from entering the market

4. Financing needs hold back the 

development of “future proof” ICT 

infrastructure 

Challenges

1.Firms mostly use mobile internet but 

its quality deteriorated & broadband 

connectivity remains limited in rural 

areas

2. Lack of data on firms’ use of internet 

and related needs limit the development 

of targeted support policies

1

2

3

4

5

6

Summary of the priority areas for the peer review

Kazakhstan can enhance digital framework conditions for firms in three areas

Preliminary – for 
discussion
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Firms mostly use mobile internet but its quality deteriorated & broadband connectivity remains limited 

in rural areas

 Successive national connectivity plans succeeded in developing a fairly advanced & affordable network of 

ICT infrastructure

• Nearly the entire population is covered by a mobile network, and 76% has access to 4G internet

• Rural/urban broadband network gap declined, with 89% and 91% of the population having access

• Broadband upload/download speed doubled since 2017

᙭ Progress has stalled in improving mobile network quality while broadband subscriptions are limited, 

despite fixed internet being a key driver for SME digitalisation

• Quality of mobile internet deteriorated since 2019

• While more suited to SMEs data use and technological requirements, broadband uptake remains 

limited to just 13.9 subscriptions per 100 households / no firm data

R
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Mobilise the regional public sector to improve quality and coverage of mobile and fixed networks

 Develop an integrated evaluation process for digital infrastructure rollout and quality to feed into policy:

output-oriented and user-needs based KPIs developed through regular data collection from users (end-

users and operators)

 Support the development of high-speed networks financed by local governments or public bodies in

regions where deployment by private operators is lacking or unprofitable

Barrier 1 : Remaining digital connectivity gaps in terms of quality and 

use slow down firms’ adoption of digital technologies
Preliminary – for 

discussion
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Lack of data on firms’ digital usage and needs limit the development of policies to support take up of 

digital techno.

 Kazakhstan has developed data-driven policies to improve network quality and coverage

• Citizen reporting platforms if internet<quality indicators, translates into fines imposed on internet 

operators

• Public-private dialogue (PPD) between MIID and large operators on infrastructure bottlenecks

• Data driven gvt a priority of the Digital Era Programme

᙭ Lack of systematic and comprehensive data collection about business digital needs and challenges 

remains 

• Limited PPD on digital transformation needs of firms 

• Atameken and other business associations gather some qualitative data on business digital needs and 

challenges

• No systemic and comprehensive data collection on firms’ access and use of internet
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Improve the collection & use for policy development of data on business digital services & infrastructure 

use and needs

 Atameken/ DAMU could introduce regular firm surveys on their use of digital infrastructure & services and

the barriers they face

 Develop regular PPD mechanisms at national and regional level involving regional CoC, bus. Associations &

regional governments

 Generalise the use of data-driven public sector approaches at central and regional government levels to

design and monitor policies to support the digital transformation needs of firms

Barrier 1 : Remaining digital connectivity gaps in terms of quality and 

use slow down firms’ adoption of digital technologies
Preliminary – for 

discussion
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Case-study: European DIGITAL SME Alliance
Collecting firm-level data to inform policy on business digital services & infrastructure

Institutional structure 

and  mandate

OutcomesMethodology 

and project roll-out

• Largest ICT SME network in 

Europe (>45 k firms)

• It aims to:

− Represent SME’s digital interests 

in EU & member state policies

− Standardise EU policies based 

on SME interests & feedback

− Share best practices

•A bottom-up approach 

incorporating SME input on a 

range of digital policy subjects

•Research & surveys result in up-

to-date white papers and policy 

proposals for EU & member 

state authorities

• Working groups events, 

workshops, and conferences

• The DIGITAL SME Alliance:

− Performs research activities on 

ICT related areas

− Monitors EU policies & 

regulations on ICT & informs 

its members

− Organises conferences

− Produces studies

− Participates in & proposes EU 

funded projects

European Union

DIGITAL SME 

Alliance

https://www.digitalsme.eu/
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High degree of concentration in the telecom sector prevents new operators from entering the market

 Kazakhstan has started demonopolising the telecom market

• 2021 presidential decree to demonopolise “last-mile” internet provision: entry of smaller operators

• Commission on demonopolisation set up early 2022

• Kazakhtelecom to sell one of its mobile operators in 2022: 3 operators in the mobile market by end 

of the year

᙭ Policy barriers hold back the entry of new operators and the extension of the network

• Telecom market remains an oligopoly between 2-3 large players (e.g. Kazakhtelecom owns 90% of 

tot. infrastructure)

• Current legislation and regulatory requirements favor incumbents  (e.g. tax exemptions and 

preferences, tariff policy and access to infrastructure) and results in unequal access to infrastructure 

and tariffs for smaller providers

• Lack of independent telecom regulator limits possibility to address these issues of fair competition

R
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s Set-up an independent national regulator for the telecom sector 

 Regulator should be the only competent authority for economic regulation in the sector, clear role

allocation with Agency for Competition (ex-ante vs. ex-post regulation)

 Ensure both de jure and de facto independence : clear mission statement), financial independence, 

independence of leadership, staff behavior rules to avoid private sector influence, transparency and 

accountability measures

Barrier 2 : High regulatory and economic barriers prevent the 

diversification of digital service providers
Preliminary – for 

discussion
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Background

Case-study: Mexico 
Setting up an independent regulator to improve competition (2013 constitutional reform)

Mexico

The Federal Telecommunications Institute (FTI)

Reforms and mandate 

1. FTI fully independent and sole economic 

regulator for the telecom sector

• FTI separated from the Communications and 

Transportation Ministry (de facto independence)

• Independence of leadership ensured through a 3 

steps selection process of FTI Commissioners

2. Sanctioning power over firms

• Targets any firm with >50% share in radio, TV, 

cellular, fixed-line phone, internet, or cable TV 

• Jurisdiction to target firms on a case-by-case basis 

if share <50% but substantial market power

• Wide range of sanctioning tools 
• 6% of revenue gained in Mexico for first offences, 

12% for repeated ones

• Order firms to divest assets (if >50% market share)

• Revocation of concessions 

• The judiciary has been reformed so that these 

rulings cannot be blocked in court

Outcomes

• FTI opened the telecom market to competition by 

forcing monopolist incumbents to divest assets 

• Non-discrimination in traffic access and quality 

between operators

Staff

•~700 employees

• 7 IFT Commissioners on the Board

• Technical evaluation committee and universities

•Dedicated judges that are trained in telecom matters 

• Specialised telecom courts

Mexico’s previous telecom regulatory agency had limited 

capacity: 

• lack of independence, commissions selected by the Government, 

and weak legal and sanctioning implementation power. 

 Reformed in 2013
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Financing needs hold back the development of “future proof” ICT infrastructure 

 Efforts to improve the investment environment have made ICT a promising sector for investment in 

Kazakhstan

• Fair investment attractiveness, but investment climate remains difficult for newcomers

• Small operators benefit from some tax breaks for provision of high quality internet in rural areas

᙭ High costs are prohibitive for small “last-mile” operators and slow down deployment of next generation 

communication networks

• 5G deployment will require network densification: attracting new operators will be essential

• But incumbents hold monopoly over cable ducting, preventing additional infrastructure investments 

(e.g. fibre optic cables for high-speed broadband)

• Government does not seem to provide investment support measures, especially to small operators
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s Develop an investment attraction strategy for next generation communication networks

 Government should assess when public investments for digital infrastructure are needed, for non-viable 

cases, develop standardised alternative approaches (e.g. PPPs)

 Improve the enabling environment for infrastructure investments (e.g. reduce network approval and 

construction times, develop harmonised procedures for permits and licenses)

 Develop targeted investment incentives, especially for small “last-mile” operators

Barrier 2 : High regulatory and economic barriers prevent the 

diversification of digital service providers
Preliminary – for 

discussion
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Gaps in the regulatory framework on digital issues create new barriers for firms

 Efforts to adapt the legal and policy framework for firms to new digital challenges were made

• E-signature & trust standards are widely used by firms

• Inter-ministerial discussions to amend the Law on Personal Data, Law on Consumer Protection, 

and “cybersquatting” issues for IPR protection

• Creation of personal data management platform & reinforced state supervision under Digital Era 

Programme

X Pace of change and simplification of the regulatory environment remains slow and raises new barriers for 

firms

• IPR legislation does not meet firms’ current needs

• New burdens for firms arise from frequent and partial amendments to legislations and absence of 

awareness
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s Adapt the regulatory framework (data & IPR protection) to the digital age and to the needs of firms

 Develop public-private dialogue (PPD) mechanisms to best adapt legislation on digital topics to 

businesses’ needs

 In cooperation with the private sector, launch a comprehensive review to identify bottlenecks in current 

legislations and update all relevant laws (e.g. Laws on consumer & data protection, legislative corpus on 

IPR protection) to adapt them to new digital challenges

Barrier 3: New challenges created by the digital tranformation have not 

yet been integrated in the regulatory framework for firms
Preliminary – for 

discussion
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A low digital culture among firms leaves them vulnerable to digital security risks

 Digital security has become a policy priority in recent digitalisation programmes

• Dedicated “cyber shield” programme to develop a cyber security sector in Kazakhstan

X Businesses remain ill equipped to manage digital security risks

• Digital security risks and breaches are on the rise

• Non-compliance with information security requirements

• Unauthorised access to personal data

• Ad-hoc and private-sector led initiatives exist (e.g. BugBounty working on vulnerabilities reported 

by companies/ government agencies)

• Digital security management remains very costly for firms, and therefore poorly used / mainly by 

large firms

R
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s Build firms’ awareness of and capacity to manage digital security risks

 Expand advisory and training offer for firms on digital security risk management through (e.g. Atameken, 

DAMU, business associations or on the “Govt for Business” website)

 Support preferential access to these services, especially for small firms (e.g. through cost-sharing options)

Barrier 3: New challenges created by the digital tranformation have not 

yet been integrated in the regulatory framework for firms
Preliminary – for 

discussion
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Case-study: Germany’s Go-Digital 2017-2020
Strengthening digital security and data protection for SMEs 

Institutional structure 

and mandate

OutcomesMethodology 

and project roll-out

• In 2017, Federal Ministry for 

Economic Affairs launched the 

funding program “Go-Digital” for 

SMEs to advance their digital 

transformation in three areas: IT 

security, digital marketing and 

digitised business processes

• Go-Digital supports SMEs by 

financing 50% of consulting fees

(up to €16,500) on these modules 

to help SME analyze need and 

implement digital measures

•All projects until 31/12/2021 will 

receive funding. 

• The program is under review to 

receive new funding

•Case example: an SME used Go-

Digital to improve its 

information security to get a 

competitive advantage

Action plan was implemented to 

get ISO certified, train employees, 

& continuously remove identified 

issues and minimise risks

Step-by-step support

•SME needs diagnostic

•Development of a specific

training programme for the SME

•Connection to an authorised 

service provider if needed

• Funding of 50% cost of training

•Monitoring and evaluation of 

project implementation

Germany

Go-Digital

Sources: https://www.innovation-beratung-foerderung.de/INNO/Navigation/DE/go-digital/go-digital.html

https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Publikationen/Digitale-Welt/foerderprogramm-go-digital.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=20

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/de_country_analysis.pdf

https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Publikationen/Digitale-Welt/foerderprogramm-go-digital.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=20
https://www.innovation-beratung-foerderung.de/INNO/Navigation/DE/go-digital/go-digital.html
https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Publikationen/Digitale-Welt/foerderprogramm-go-digital.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=20
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/de_country_analysis.pdf
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Selected questions for discussion

Digital 

connectivity

• Does the SME strategy contain specific digital development goals?

Competition 

& investment 

in telecom 

sector 

• What are the timeline and principal targets of the demonopolisation strategy for the telecom 

market?

• What are the timeline and principal targets of the Last Mile Connectivity (broadband) 

projects?

• Is telecom infrastructure a priority sector of the economy under the Entrepreneurial Code?

• Are there any intentions to increase FDI in the telecom sector? 

Regulatory 

framework

• What is the state of development of the “Digital Code”? How will it apply the “one-window” 

principle?

• What is the implementation timeline of the “Government for Business” initiative launched 

this year? What are the main targets and initial outcomes of the initiative? 

• Will there be a third stage for the “cyber shield” programme after 2022? Can you share the 

timeline, main targets and outcomes of the two completed stages? Is there a private-sector 

specific component to the initiative?

• What have been the recent amendments made to the Law on Personal Data in relation to 

digital challenges?

Your input is 
required

The OECD will hold a second round of discussions with the members of the working group
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Draft 

recommendations 

and experience from 

peer countries 

Drafting phase: 

finalise 

recommendations

Analytical work: 

Data collection; 

interviews; stock-

taking

Presentation of 

methodology, 

selection of focus 

areas, and discussion 

of initial findings

Research on digital 

skills needs for the 

private sector

Launch and Working 

Group 1
Working Group 2 Working Group 3

OECD Eurasia Week 

2022

Preparation for

Peer Review 

February 2022 May 2022 October 2022 (tbc)September 2022

Discussion of draft 

peer-review note at 

Ministerial-level

Discussion of draft 

results and draft 

monitoring note
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Next steps
Peer-review of first findings and draft recommendations in September 2022

A Peer-Review Note will be prepared on

Framework Conditions for the Digital Transformation of Businesses in Kazakhstan
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Contact details

Amélie Schurich-Rey

Economist/ Policy Analyst, Central Asia

e-mail: amelie.schurich@oecd.org

Grégory Lecomte

Head of Unit, Central Asia

e-mail: gregory.lecomte@oecd.org
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Thank you !

For more information:

https://eu-cai.org

https://twitter.com/OECDEurasia

https://oecd.org/newsletters

Dylan van de Ven

Junior Policy Analyst, Central Asia

e-mail: dylan.vandeven@oecd.org

mailto:amelie.schurich@oecd.org
mailto:jean-francois.lengelle@oecd.org
https://eu-cai.org/
https://twitter.com/OECDEurasia
https://oecd.org/newsletters
mailto:amelie.schurich@oecd.org

